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Abstract. The EM algorithm performs maximum likelihood estimation for

data in which some variables are unobserved. We present a function that
resembles negative free energy and show that the M step maximizes this
function with respect to the model parameters and the E step maximizes
it with respect to the distribution over the unobserved variables. From this
perspective, it is easy to justify an incremental variant of the EM algorithm in which the distribution for only one of the unobserved variables is
recalculated in each E step. This variant is shown empirically to give faster
convergence in a mixture estimation problem. A variant of the algorithm
that exploits sparse conditional distributions is also described, and a wide
range of other variant algorithms are also seen to be possible.

1. Introduction
The Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm nds maximum likelihood
parameter estimates in problems where some variables were unobserved.
Special cases of the algorithm date back several decades, and its use has
grown even more since its generality and widespread applicability were discussed by Dempster, Laird, and Rubin (1977). The scope of the algorithm's
applications are evident in the book by McLachlan and Krishnan (1997).
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The EM algorithm estimates the parameters of a model iteratively,
starting from some initial guess. Each iteration consists of an Expectation (E) step, which nds the distribution for the unobserved variables,
given the known values for the observed variables and the current estimate
of the parameters, and a Maximization (M) step, which re-estimates the
parameters to be those with maximum likelihood, under the assumption
that the distribution found in the E step is correct. It can be shown that
each such iteration improves the true likelihood, or leaves it unchanged (if
a local maximum has already been reached, or in uncommon cases, before
then).
The M step of the algorithm may be only partially implemented, with
the new estimate for the parameters improving the likelihood given the
distribution found in the E step, but not necessarily maximizing it. Such a
partial M step always results in the true likelihood improving as well. Dempster, et al refer to such variants as \generalized EM (GEM)" algorithms.
A sub-class of GEM algorithms of wide applicability, the \ExpectationConditional Maximization (ECM)" algorithms, have been developed by
Meng and Rubin (1992), and further generalized by Meng and van Dyk
(1997).
In many cases, partial implementation of the E step is also natural.
The unobserved variables are commonly independent, and in uence the
likelihood of the parameters only through simple sucient statistics. If these
statistics can be updated incrementally when the distribution for one of the
variables is re-calculated, it makes sense to immediately re-estimate the
parameters before performing the E step for the next unobserved variable,
as this utilizes the new information immediately, speeding convergence. An
incremental algorithm along these general lines was investigated by Nowlan
(1991). However, such incremental variants of the EM algorithm have not
previously received any formal justi cation.
We present here a view of the EM algorithm in which it is seen as maximizing a joint function of the parameters and of the distribution over the
unobserved variables that is analogous to the \free energy" function used
in statistical physics, and which can also be viewed in terms of a KullbackLiebler divergence. The E step maximizes this function with respect to
the distribution over unobserved variables; the M step with respect to the
parameters. Csiszar and Tusnady (1984) and Hathaway (1986) have also
viewed EM in this light.
In this paper, we use this viewpoint to justify variants of the EM algorithm in which the joint maximization of this function is performed by
other means | a process which must also lead to a maximum of the true
likelihood. In particular, we can now justify incremental versions of the
algorithm, which in e ect employ a partial E step, as well as \sparse"
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versions, in which most iterations update only that part of the distribution for an unobserved variable pertaining to its most likely values, and
\winner-take-all" versions, in which, for early iterations, the distributions
over unobserved variables are restricted to those in which a single value has
probability one.
We include a brief demonstration showing that use of an incremental
algorithm speeds convergence for a simple mixture estimation problem.

2. General theory

Suppose that we have observed the value of some random variable, Z , but
not the value of another variable, Y , and that based on this data, we wish
to nd the maximum likelihood estimate for the parameters of a model for
Y and Z . We assume that this problem is not easily solved directly, but
that the corresponding problem in which Y is also known would be more
tractable. For simplicity, we assume here that Y has a nite range, as is
often the case, but the results can be generalized.
Assume that the joint probability for Y and Z is parameterized using
P , as P (y; z j ). The marginal probability for Z is then P (z j ) =
y P (y; z j  ). Given observed data, z , we wish to nd the value of  that
maximizes the log likelihood, L() = log P (z j ).
The EM algorithm starts with some initial guess at the maximum likelihood parameters, (0), and then proceeds to iteratively generate successive
estimates, (1) ; (2); : : : by repeatedly applying the following two steps, for
t = 1; 2; : : :
9

E Step: Compute a distribution Pe t over the range of Y such >
>
=
that Pe t (y ) = P (y j z;  t? ).
(1)
>
>
;
M Step: Set  t to the  that maximizes EPe [log P (y; z j )].
Here, EPe[  ] denotes expectation with respect to the distribution over the
( )

( )

( )

(

1)

(t)

range of Y given by Pe . Note that in preparation for the later generalization,
the standard algorithm has here been expressed in a slightly non-standard
fashion.
The E step of the algorithm can be seen as representing the unknown
value for Y by a distribution of values, and the M step as then performing
maximum likelihood estimation for the joint data obtained by combining
this with the known value of Z , an operation that is assumed to be feasible.
As shown by Dempster, et al, each EM iteration increases the true log likelihood, L(), or leaves it unchanged. Indeed, for most models, the algorithm
will converge to a local maximum of L() (though there are exceptions
to this). Such monotonic improvement in L() is also guaranteed for any
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GEM algorithm, in which only a partial maximization is performed in the
M step, with (t) simply set to some value such that EPe [log P (z; y j (t))]
is greater than EPe [log P (y; z j (t?1))] (or is equal if convergence has been
reached).
In order to make sense of the corresponding idea of partially performing
the E step, we use a view of the EM algorithm and its variants in which
both the E and the M steps are seen as maximizing, or at least increasing,
e ). We will show that if a local maximum of F
the same function, F (P;
occurs at  and Pe  , then a local maximum of L occurs at  as well. We
can therefore contemplate a wide variety of algorithms for maximizing L
by means of maximizing F , among which are incremental algorithms, in
which each E step updates only one factor of Pe , corresponding to one data
item.
e ) is de ned as follows:
The function F (P;
(t)

(t)

F (Pe ; ) = EPe[log P (y; z j )] + H (Pe )

(2)

where H (Pe ) = ?EPe[log Pe (y )] is the entropy of the distribution Pe . Note
that F is de ned with respect to a particular value for the observed data,
z, which is xed throughout. For simplicity, we will assume here that
P (y; z j ) is never zero, so that F is always nite, but this restriction
is not essential. We also need to assume that P (y; z j ) is a continuous
function of , from which we can conclude that F is a continuous function
of both  and Pe .
Apart from a change of sign, the function F is analogous to the \variational free energy" of statistical physics, provided that the physical states
are taken to be values of Y , and the \energy" of a state is ? log P (y; z j ).
One can also relate F to the Kullback-Liebler divergence between Pe (y ) and
P (y) = P (y j z; ), as follows:
e ) = ?D(Pe jjP ) + L()
F (P;

(3)

The following two lemmas state properties of F corresponding to wellknown facts from statistical physics | that the \Boltzmann" distribution
over states minimizes the variational free energy, and that the free energy
is related to the log of the \partition function". They also correspond to
the properties that the Kullback-Liebler divergence is non-negative and is
zero between identical distributions.
Lemma 1 For a xed value of , there is a unique distribution, P , that
maximizes F (Pe ; ), given by P (y ) = P (y j z; ). Furthermore, this P
varies continuously with .
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In maximizing F with respect to Pe , we are constrained by the
requirement that Pe (y )  0 for all y . Solutions with Pe (y ) = 0 for some
y are not possible, however | one can easily show that the slope of the
entropy is in nite at such points, so that moving slightly away from the
boundary will increase F . Any maximum ofP F must therefore occur at a
critical point subject to the constraint that y Pe (y ) = 1, and can be found
using a Lagrange multiplier. At such a maximum, P , the gradient of F with
respect to the components of Pe will be normal to the constraint surface,
i.e. for some  and for all y ,
Proof.

@F (P ) = log P (y; z j ) ? log P (y) ? 1
(4)

@ Pe(y) 
From this, it follows
P that P (y ) must be proportional to P (y; z j ). Normalizing so that y P (y ) = 1, we have P (y ) = P (y j z; ) as the unique
solution. That P varies continuously with  follows immediately from our
assumption that P (y; z j ) does.
e ) = log P (z j ) = L().
Lemma 2 If Pe(y) = P (y j z; ) = P (y) then F (P;
e (y ) = P (y j z; ), then
Proof. If P
 =

F (Pe ; ) = EPe[log P (y; z j )] + H (Pe )
= EPe[log P (y; z j )] ? EPe[log P (y j z; )]
= EPe[log P (y; z j ) ? log P (y j z; )]
= EPe[log P (z j )]
= log P (z j )
An iteration of the the standard EM algorithm can therefore be expressed in terms of the function F as follows:
9

E Step: Set Pe t to the Pe that maximizes F (Pe ;  t? ). =
M Step: Set  t to the  that maximizes F (Pe t ; ). ;
Theorem 1 The iterations given by (1) and by (5) are equivalent.
( )

( )

(

( )

1)

(5)

Proof. That the E steps of the iterations are equivalent follows directly
from Lemma 1. That the M steps are equivalent follows from the fact that
the entropy term in the de nition of F in equation (2) does not depend on
.
Once the EM iterations have been expressed in the form (5), it is clear
that the algorithm converges to values Pe  and  that locally maximize
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F (Pe ; ) (ignoring the possibility of convergence to a saddle point). The following theorem shows that, in general, nding a local maximum for F (Pe ; )
will also yield a local maximum for L(), justifying not only the standard
algorithm of (5), but variants of it in which the E and M steps are performed partially, as well as algorithms in which the maximization is done
with respect to Pe and  simultaneously.

Theorem 2 If F (Pe; ) has a local maximum at Pe and  , then L() has
a local maximum at  as well. Similarly, if F has a global maximum at Pe 
and  , then L has a global maximum at  .

Proof. By combining Lemmas 1 and 2, we see that L( ) = log P (z j  ) =
F (P ; ), for any , and that, in particular, L( ) = F (P ;  ) = F (Pe  ; ).
To show that  is a local maximum of L, we need to show that there is no y
near to  for which L(y) > L( ). To see this, note that if such a y existed,
then we would also have F (Pe y; y) > F (Pe ; ), where Pe y = Py . But since
P varies continuously with , Pey must be near to Pe  , contradicting the
assumption that F has a local maximum at Pe  and  . The proof for global
maxima is analogous, but without the restriction to nearby values of . The

assumptions of continuity are unnecessary for this latter result.

3. Incremental algorithms
In typical applications, we wish to nd the maximum likelihood parameter
estimate given a number of independent data items. The observed variable,
Z , can then be decomposed as (Z1; : : :; Zn ), and the unobserved variable,
Y , as (Y1; : : :; YQn). The joint probability for Y and Z can be factored as
P (y; z j ) = i P (yi ; zi j ). Often, the data items are also identically
distributed, but we will not need to assume that here.
An incremental variant of the EM algorithm that exploits this structure
can be justi ed on the basis of Theorem 2. Note that since the Yi are
independent, we can restrict the search for a maximum of F to distributions
Pe that factor as Pe (y) = Qi Pei (yi ), since Pe will havePthis form at the
e ) = i Fi (Pei ; ), where
maximum. We can then write F in the form F (P;

Fi(Pei ; ) = EPe [log P (yi ; zi j )] + H (Pei)
i

(6)

An incremental algorithm using the following iteration can then be used
to maximize F , and hence L, starting from some guess at the parameters,
(0), and some guess at the distribution, Pei(0), which might or might not be
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consistent with (0) :
9
E Step: Choose some data item, i, to be updated.
>
>
>
>
(t)
(t?1)
>
>
Set Pj = Pj
for j 6= i. (This takes no time). >
>
>
>
>
(t)
(t?1)
e
e
Set Pi to the Pi that maximizes Fi (Pi;  ), = (7)
>
>
given by Pei(t) (yi ) = P (yi j zi ; (t?1) ).
>
>
>
>
>
(t)
(t)
e
>
M Step: Set  to the  that maximizes F (P ; ), or, >
>
>
equivalently, that maximizes EPe [log P (y; z j )]. ;
Data items might be selected for updating in the E step cyclicly, or by
some scheme that gives preference to data items for which Pei has not yet
stabilized.
Each E step of the above algorithm requires looking at only a single
data item, but, as written, it appears that the M step requires looking at
all components of Pe . This can be avoided in the common case where the
inferential import of the complete data can be summarized by a vector of
sucient statistics that can be incrementally updated, as is the case with
models in the exponential family.
P
Letting this vector of sucient statistics be s(y; z ) = i si (yi ; zi ), the
standard EM iteration of (1) can be implemented as follows:
9
E Step: Set se(t) = EPe[s(y; z)], where Pe(y) = P (y j z; (t?1)). >
>
>
>
>
P (t)
(t)
(t)
=
(In detail, set se = i sei , with sei = EPe [si (yi ; zi )], >
(8)
(
t
?
1)
>
where Pei (yi ) = P (yi j zi;  ).)
>
>
>
>
;
(t)
(t)
M Step: Set  to the  with maximum likelihood given se . >
Similarly, the iteration of (7) can be implemented using sucient statistics
that are maintained incrementally, starting with an initial guess, se(0)
i , which
may or may not be consistent with (0) . Subsequent iterations proceed as
follows:
9
E Step: Choose some data item, i, to be updated.
>
>
>
>
>
(t)
(t?1)
>
>
Set sej = sej for j 6= i. (This takes no time.)
>
>
>
=
(t)
(
t
?
1)
Set sei = EPe [si (yi ; zi)], for Pei (yi ) = P (yi j zi ;  ). > (9)
>
>
>
>
Set se(t) = se(t?1) ? sei(t?1) + se(i t).
>
>
>
>
;
(t)
(t)
M Step: Set  to the  with maximum likelihood given s . >
In iteration (9), both the E and the M steps take constant time, independent of the number of data items. A cycle of n such iterations, visiting
(t)

i

i
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each data item once, will sometimes take only slightly more time than one
iteration of the standard algorithm, and should make more progress, since
the distributions for each variable found in the partial E steps are utilized
immediately, instead of being held until the distributions for all the unobserved variables have been found. Nearly as fast convergence may be
obtained with an intermediate variant of the algorithm, in which each E
step recomputes the distributions for several data items (but many fewer
than n). Use of this intermediate variant rather than the pure incremental
algorithm reduces the amount of time spent in performing the M steps.
Note that an algorithm based on iteration (9) must save the last value
computed for each sei , so that its contribution to se may be removed when
a new value for sei is computed. This requirement will generally not be
onerous. The incremental update of se could potentially lead to problems
with cumulative round-o error. If necessary, this accumulation can be
avoided in several ways | one could use a xed-point representation of
se, in which addition and subtraction is exact, for example, or recompute se
non-incrementally at infrequent intervals.
An incremental variant of the EM algorithm somewhat similar to that
of (9) was investigated by Nowlan (1991). His variant does not maintain
strictly accurate sucient statistics, however. Rather, it uses statistics computed as an exponentially decaying average of recently-visited data points,
with iterations of the following form:
9
E Step: Select the next data item, i, for updating.
>
>
>
>
(t)
(t?1)
>
e
=
Set sei = EPe [si (yi ; zi)], for Pi (yi ) = P (yi j zi ;  ). >
(10)
(
t
)
>
>
Set se(t) = se(t?1) + sei .
>
>
>
>
(t)
(t)
M Step: Set  to the  with maximum likelihood given s . ;
where 0 < < 1 is a decay constant.
The above algorithm will not converge to the exact answer, at least not
if is kept at some xed value. It is found empirically, however, that it
can converge to the vicinity of the correct answer more rapidly than the
standard EM algorithm. When the data set is large and redundant, one
might expect that, with an appropriate value for , this algorithm could be
faster than the incremental algorithm of (9), since it can forget out-of-date
statistics more rapidly.
i

4. Demonstration for a mixture model
In order to demonstrate that the incremental algorithm of (9) can speed
convergence, we have applied it to a simple mixture of Gaussians problem.
The algorithm using iteration (10) was also tested.
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In the Gaussian mixture model, the observed variables, Zi , are realvalued, and the unobserved variables, Yi , are binary, indicating from which
of two Gaussian distributions the corresponding observed variable was generated. The joint probability (density) for Yi and Zi given parameters
 = ( ; 0; 0; 1; 1) is as follows:

P (yi ; zi j ; 0; 0; 1 ; 1)


8
>
< (1 ? ) (202)? exp ? 21 (zi ? 0 )2 /02 if yi = 0
=

1
2

>
:



(212)? exp ? 12 (zi ? 1 )2/12
1
2



if yi = 1

(11)

For this problem, the vector of sucient statistics for data item i is

si (yi ; zi) = [ (1 ? yi); (1 ? yi )zi ; (1 ? yi)zi2 ; yi; yizi; yi zi2 ]
(12)
P
Given s(y; z ) = i si (yi ; zi ) = (n0; m0 ; q0 ; n1 ; m1 ; q1 ), the maximum likelihood parameter estimates are given by = n1 =(n0 + n1 ), 0 = m0 =n0 ,
02 = q0 =n0 ? (m0 =n0)2, 1 = m1 =n1, and 12 = q1 =n1 ? (m1=n1 )2.
We synthetically generated a sample of 1000 points, zi , from this distribution with = 0:3, 0 = 0, 0 = 1, 1 = ?0:2, and 1 = 0:1. We then

applied the standard algorithm of (8) and the incremental algorithm of (9)
to this data. As initial parameter values, we used (0) = 0:5, (0)
= +1:0,
0
(0)
(0)
(0)
0 = 1, 1 = ?1, and 1 = 1. For the incremental algorithm, a single
iteration of the standard algorithm was then performed to initialize the
distributions for the unobserved variables. This is not necessarily the best
procedure, but was done to avoid any arbitrary selection for the starting
distributions, which would a ect the comparison with the standard algorithm. The incremental algorithm visited data points cyclicly.
Both algorithms converged to identical maxima of L, at which  =
0:269, 0 = ?0:016, 0 = 0:959, 1 = ?0:193, and 1 = 0:095. Special
measures to control round-o error in the incremental algorithm were found
to be unnecessary in this case (using 64-bit oating-point numbers). The
rates of convergence of the two algorithms are shown in Figure 1, in which
the log likelihood, L, is plotted as a function of the number of \passes"
| a pass being one iteration for the standard algorithm, and n iterations
for the incremental algorithm. (In both case, a pass visits each data point
once.) As can be seen, the incremental algorithm reached any given level
of L in about half as many passes as the standard algorithm.
Unfortunately, each pass of the incremental algorithm required about
twice as much computation time as did a pass of the standard algorithm,
due primarily to the computation required to perform an M step after
visiting every data point. This cost can be greatly reduced by using an
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Figure 1.
Comparison of convergence rates for the standard EM algorithm (solid line)
and the incremental algorithm (dotted line). The log likelihood is shown on the vertical
axis, the number of passes of the algorithm on the horizontal axis.
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Convergence rates of the algorithm using exponentially decayed statistics with
= 0:99 (dashed line) and = 0:95 (dotted line). For comparison, the performance of
the incremental algorithm (solid line) is reproduced as well (as in Figure 1).
Figure 2.
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intermediate algorithm in which each E step recomputes the distributions
for the next ten data points. The rate of convergence with this algorithm
is virtually indistinguishable from that of the pure incremental algorithm,
while the time required for each pass is only about 10% greater than for
the standard algorithm, producing a substantial net gain in speed.
The algorithm of iteration (10) was also tested. The same initialization
procedure was used, with the elaboration that the decayed statistics were
computed, but not used, during the initial standard iteration, in order to
initialize them for use in later iterations.
Two runs of this algorithm are shown in Figure 2, done with = 0:99
and with = 0:95. Also shown is the run of the incremental algorithm
(as in Figure 1). The run with = 0:99 converged to a good (but not
optimal) point more rapidly than the incremental algorithm, but the run
with = 0:95 converged to a rather poor point. These results indicate
that there may be scope for improved algorithms that combine such fast
convergence with the guarantees of stability and convergence to a true
maximum that the incremental algorithm provides.

5. A sparse algorithm
A \sparse" variant of the EM algorithm may be advantageous when the
unobserved variable, Y , can take on many possible values, but only a small
set of \plausible" values have non-negligible probability (given the observed
data and the current parameter estimate). Substantial computation may
sometimes be saved in this case by \freezing" the probabilities of the implausible values for many iterations, re-computing only the relative probabilities of the plausible values. At infrequent intervals, the probabilities for
all values are recomputed, and a new set of plausible values selected (which
may di er from the old set due to the intervening change in the parameter
estimate). This procedure can be designed so that F is guaranteed to increase with every iteration, ensuring stability, even though some iterations
may decrease L.
In detail, the sparse algorithm represents Pe (t) as follows:

Pe(t) (y) =

8
<
:

qy(t)
if y 2= S (t)
Q(t)ry(t) if y 2 S (t)

(13)

Here, S (t) is the set of plausible values for Y , the qy(t) are the frozen probabilities for implausible values, Q(t) is the frozen total probability for plausible
values, and the ry(t) are the relative probabilities for the plausible values,
which are updated every iteration.
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Most iterations of the sparse algorithm go as follows:

E Step: Set S t = S t? , Q t = Q t? , and qyt = qyt?
for all y 2= S t . (This takes no time.)
Set ryt = P (y j z;  t? ) = P (y 2 S t j z;  t? )
for all y 2 S t .
M Step: Set  t to the  that maximizes F (Pe t ; ).
( )

(

1)

( )

(

( )

1)

(

( )

( )

(

1)

( )

(

1)

( )

( )

9
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
=
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
;

1)

( )

(14)

It can easily be shown that the above E step selects those ry(t) that maximize
F (Pe (t) ; (t?1)). For suitable models, this restricted E step will take time
proportional only to the size of S (t), independent of how many values are
in the full range for Y . For the method to be useful, the model must also be
such that the M step above can be done eciently, as is discussed below.
On occasion, the sparse algorithm performs a full iteration, as follows:

E Step: Set S t to those y for which P (y j z;  t? )
( )

(

1)

is non-negligible.
For all y 2= S (t), set qy(t) = P (y j z; (t?1) ).
Set Q(t) = P (y 2 S (t) j z; (t?1) ).
For all y 2 S (t), set ry(t) = P (y j z; (t?1) ) = Q(t).
M Step: Set (t) to the  that maximizes F (Pe(t); ).

9
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
=
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
;

(15)

The decisions as to which values have \non-negligible" probability can be
made using various heuristics. One could take the N most probable values,
for some predetermined N , or one could take as many values as are needed
to account for some predetermined fraction of the total probability. The
choice made will a ect only the speed of convergence, not the stability
of the algorithm | even with a bad choice for S (t), subsequent iterations
cannot decrease F .
For problems with independent observations, where Y = (Y1 ; : : :; Yn ),
each data item, i, can be treated independently, with a separate set of
\plausible" values, Si(t), and with distributions Pi(t) expressed in terms of
(t)
(t)
quantities qi;y
, Q(i t), and ri;y
. For ecient implementation of the M step
in (14), it is probably necessary for the model to have simple sucient
statistics. The contribution to these of values with frozen probabilities can
then be computed once when the full iteration of (15) is performed, and
saved for use in the M step of (14), in combination with the statistics for
the plausible values in Si(t).
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The Gaussian mixture problem provides an example of the potential
usefulness of the sparse algorithm. If there are many components in the
mixture, each data point will typically have a non-negligible probability of
having come from only a few components whose means are nearby. Freezing
the small probabilities for the distant components avoids the continual recomputation of quantities that have negligible e ect on the course of the
algorithm.
Note that the sparse and incremental variants of EM can easily be
applied in combination.

6. Other variants
The incremental and sparse algorithms are not the only variants of EM
that can be justi ed by viewing it in terms of maximizing F . One could,
for example, employ any of a wide variety of standard optimization methods
to nd the maximum of F (Pe ; ) with respect to Pe and  jointly. This view
can also provide insight into other EM-like procedures.
For example, a \winner-take-all" variant of the EM algorithm may be
obtained by constraining the distribution Pe to assign zero probability to
all but one value. Such a distribution can, of course, be represented by the
single value that is assigned probability one. Obviously, such a variant of
the algorithm cannot, in general, converge to the unconstrained maximum
of F (Pe ; ), and hence need not nd a value of  that maximizes L. There
might, however, be computational advantages to using this variant in the
early stages of maximizing F , switching to a variant capable of nding the
true maximum only when the winner-take-all variant has converged.
The well-known \K-means" clustering algorithm can be seen in this light
as an incremental, winner-take-all version of the EM algorithm as applied
to the Gaussian mixture problem (with variances and mixing proportions
xed). The winner-take-all method is also often used in estimating Hidden
Markov Models for speech recognition. In neither instance is L guaranteed
to increase with each iteration, which might lead one to regard these methods as completely ad hoc, but they appear more sensible when seen in terms
of maximizing F , even though they don't nd the unconstrained maximum.
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